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Handbook-9

Policy to support Worker & Trade Union Rights
Introduction
Handbook-9 covers the knowledge and skills needed to develop union policy, the
type of policies unions can develop, how to develop a policy, ensuring the
membership is involved and ensuring it is a part of the decision making processes.
It discusses the different types of research methodology and who should carry it
out and suggests involving members who are interested or have research skills.
The important points to note in implementing policy are identified and the
different areas of union work that it can support.
The Handbook deals with these questions
Section 1
Developing Union Policy


Why is it important for unions to develop policy on different issues?



What is the best way for unions to prepare a policy?



Who can do research and where can the union get information?



How can statistics be used to support the policy direction?

Section 2
Implementing Union Policy


How can union policy be useful at all levels?



Why is it important for monitoring and evaluation?



How and where can unions use a policy?



When should policies be changed or introduced?
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Developing Union Policy
Trade unions over the years have learnt
the importance of developing policy and
solutions to protect workers; this resulted
in successfully negotiated changes and
improvements with both government and
employers.

Key Point
Trade unions are democratic
organisations
that
represent
members at the international,
national, sectoral and workplace
levels on a range of issues that
impact on workers, their families
and their communities

The subsequent anti-union reactions to
these wins have created challenges to the
values of fairness and equality all over the
world; noticeable by the increase in precarious work, loss of decent work and the
strengthening of anti-union legislation.
Today, it is very important for unions to play an active role in forming their
country’s national policy and to work collectively with other unions and
organisations that support human and workers’ rights.
Unions need to rebuild their capacity and expertise so they can represent members
in government policy development and implementation that respects the rights of
its citizens.
Representation means taking up worker’s issues and finding an alternative from
today’s unfair exploitation, not only at the workplace, but in local communities and
society generally. (see handbook-3)

Union policies are important
Establishing policy for the issues that
impact on workers and their families, is
decided with the members and guides the
leaders so they can negotiate on behalf of
workers, while not imposing their own
ideas against the will of the members.

Key Point
The union at the national level
adapts the international policies so
they are consistent with the priority
issues in their own countries

All union policies are based on the
fundamental principles and values of the trade union movement (see Handbook-1),
which are expressed in the union constitution agreed by members at a national
congress. (see Handbook-2).
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Not all unions have the same policy priorities, but many are guided by the policies
made at the GUF and ITUC level and by Federations at the national level.
All these levels have decision making processes where union leaders from the
national level can represent the interests of their members.
For example
If a country is facing severe anti-union oppression, the priority policy is guided by
the need to change government laws, ensure enforcement and respect of trade
union rights. This will be a priority because it is very difficult to implement
policies on other issues without first gaining these fundamental rights.
Policy papers are important for workplace representatives, union committees
(OSH, Women or Young Workers), local / branch leaders, as well as the national
leadership; the policies guide the preparation for negotiations and raising
membership awareness of their rights.
Unions have a responsibility to take up worker’s issues at different levels
including the workplace, local government, regional and national government,
industry sectors and international forums.
To do this, they need:
 Credible policies and alternative recommendations
 The skills and knowledge to negotiate effectively (see Handbooks-3 & 4)
 To organise and conduct campaigns to put pressure on government and employers
 To educate members and raise awareness in communities.

The Steps for developing union policy
Policies can be developed on any issue affecting workers, communities and
families and unions need to first select the issues that are an agreed priority. Later
other issues can be included.
Each of the Handbooks covers an issue or issues that can help to form union policy
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For example
 Wages and monetary issues : government policy on wages, payment of wages,
calculations for overtime or allowances and compensation
 Conditions of Employment : welfare, working hours, annual, sick or
bereavement leave and improvements to the law
 Trade union rights and recognition :
the process for registration,
discrimination against trade union officials, government and employer
interference in the union
 Trade union education and vocational training : trade union education to
grow the capacity of the union and employer vocational training to provide
workers with work opportunities
 Occupational safety and health : prevention, risk management and ensuring
a healthy and safe working environment and fair compensation
 Labour Inspections and law enforcement : government and employer
commitment, type and number of inspections, training and role of inspectors,
funding for inspections
 Gender equality and discrimination : sexual harassment, gender based
violence, equal pay and pay equity and discrimination in employment
 Workplace Cooperation and consultation : the role of the trade union, prevention
of employer controlled unions, genuine information sharing and join decision
making
 Introduction of new technology and work place changes : preventing
management making changes without consulting workers
 Industrial relations and the law : fair procedures for collective bargaining,
protection of the law and enforcement
 Social Security, health, housing and education : having an input to
government decision making on these issues that impact on all workers,
families and communities
 Youth employment and participation in unions : recognising the importance
of young workers joining unions and having an input into decision making
 Climate change, the environment and the economy : ensuring the
government has fulfilled its obligation to the Treaties and that the economic
direction is fair and just.
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Step 1: Research and Analysis
Larger unions have research departments and some have a research officer but
many unions do not have sufficient resources for either.
Unions can


Share research between union representatives on specific workplace issues



Contract a ‘union friendly’ organisation to carry out the research



Educate members to participate in research.

Members may have experience in research or would like to learn. Young workers
or students, may appreciate the opportunity to assist the union and gain experience.
A small research team can be set up and the work divided between them.
Information comes from


Government and employer policy and reports



Experts in policy issues, such as OSH, gender equality, wages



Civil society organisations and communities



Members and workers at the workplace



Think tanks or political parties



Industrial relations lawyers



The GUF federation, ITUC or the National Centres / Federations

Activity
Call a meeting to discuss how to organise research; select organisations to assist;
identify sources of information for the issue; who in the union will take
responsibility for coordinating the research
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Desk research
This is important for finding out statistics
and other useful information. This can
come from governments, employers or
multinational corporations, especially those
with supply chains in the sector.


The union can form a joint committee,
share different aspects of information
gathering and then meet to discuss and
analyse the information

Key Point
Information gathering can be
shared between or within unions
to collect information from
government and employers.
For example, the unions in the
RMG sector can work together on
an issue that impacts on the sector



Unions in other sectors may also have a
policy on the issue (e.g. OSH), so can also be contacted for ideas and general
information.



In some countries, the national centre establishes or contracts workers support
organisations that have the skills and knowledge to carry out research and
produce statistics. These organisations are a useful source of information for
unions in other countries who have a RMG sector.

Action based research
This type of research gathers information from the membership, workers and local
communities. It is used to formulate policy and provide facts and statistics on
what is actually taking place.
For example, to identify
The impact on families, children and their health if women workers are forced to
do overtime at night.
The impact on families and workers on the lack of public transport when they are
late for work and are penalised by employers.
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Action research can
 Help the union to gather information from workers and the community, to
identify problems, causes and solutions


Raise awareness about a specific issue, assist workers to understand the causes
of a problem and get support for future campaigns



Be used to describe the type of impact a specific situation is having on a group
of people. This makes it ‘authentic' because it is coming directly from the
people who experience the problems.

Information can be gathered from
 Categories of workers from different workplaces (e.g. machinists or packers)


A single enterprise or group of enterprises



Women or young workers at work and in the home



Local communities, organisations and local leaders

The approach can be used, for example, to:
 Demonstrate the impact of chemicals used in the production processes and as
waste that degrades soil and water supplies


Identify the lack of health services and the impact on families when factory
workers are injured or have a long term chronic health problem caused by work



Find out what members think about terms and conditions of employment and
what is important to them

Action based research can:
 Help members and workers to become involved in developing policy


Ensure the information is accurate



Make workers feel that the union is interested in them



Identify what ideas workers have for making improvements



Link workplace problems with community issues.
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Issue: The Use of Toxic Chemicals
An OSH issue raised by workers from the dyeing department, people from
the local community
 Workers in the dyeing section of the factory use chemicals that cause skin and
breathing problems and the factory waste contains the chemicals that are
found in domestic water supplies
 The OSH representative has received complaints from the workers in the
section, workers responsible for handling waste and local community leaders
who report that people are complaining about the quality of the water and
general health issues
The representatives suggest to the union executive committee that they carry out a
survey of the workers regarding skin and breathing problems and request a local
Water NGO to investigate the quality of water.

Action based research methods

Key Point

Verbal surveys. Union representatives
talk to people during work breaks, after Unions will need as many people
as possible to assist with research
work or on the streets
and collect all the necessary
 Public community or workplace meetings
information about the impact of
to share experiences and provide
issues affecting workers and their
information
family’s lives
 Short questionnaires delivered to a
sample group that are distributed and followed up
 Short 1 -2 hour participatory workshops that assist people to visually identify
problems.


Method selection depends on the type of groups the union is approaching, the
specific issue and the target
group. For example, literacy
and language.
Unions
can
train
representatives and members
interested in research and
involve them actively in
gathering information that
the union needs.
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Step 2: Getting membership support
It is difficult for the union to succeed in negotiations and campaigning If the
membership does not support the policy.
Developing and distributing a summary paper of the issues, gives members a better
understanding of the problems and can involve them in discussions to find
solutions.
A summary paper shows
 The facts of the situation
 The impact on workers and families
 What can and should be done by the employer
 Government responsibilities
 What other factories and local community leaders are or are not doing.
Activity
 Set up a special committee to organise research for a selected policy
 Prepare questions to ask the target groups, for either a written survey or petition
or to ask verbally
 Establish a group or groups of elected representatives to include interested
members to carry out the research and make a report to the committee
A summary paper on the chemicals in the dyeing section includes
 A brief description of the sector and conditions in the dyeing room and the
factory waste processes
 An overview of the impact on the health of workers and the link with water
pollution
 Statistics that provide factual information on the extent and scope of the problem
 Any government regulations and laws on chemicals and waste, as well as
workers and community rights in such circumstances
 An overview of solutions and recommended actions that support and protect
workers and communities
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Disseminating information


A leaflet or flyer is handed out to workers and the community to attract attention



The summary paper is distributed at meetings or workshops organised by the
union



Members discuss the issues in workshops and reach agreement on the content
of any policy



The union uses email or social media to promote the issue to a wider audience
and sends copies to the relevant GUF (IndustriAll or UNIGlobal) and ITUC



If an ongoing campaign is needed, the union uses the information to make a
DVD
Involve as many members as possible so that they can input into the
discussion, the policy and participate in the campaigns

Step 3: formulating the policy
Information
gathered
and
disseminated in Step 2 assists the
union executive to develop the
policy and prepare the policy
document in draft form for the
membership approve or amend.

Key Point
Unions will need as many people as
possible to assist with research and
collect all the necessary information
about the impact of issues affecting
workers and their family’s lives

Writing the policy document


A policy document is used to inform members and as a negotiating tool to
support negotiation

Write clearly and use language and words that the target group is familiar with
 Make sure that the impacts on women are recorded separately to those impacting
on men


For example, chemicals have a negative impact on a woman’s reproductive health
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The policy


Clearly states the union’s position and proposals for solutions



Is backed up with accurate statistics



Gives a clear understanding of law, rights and responsibilities.

For the use of chemicals
The policy will include;
Information on the type of chemicals used and the risks
 Government legislation on the use of chemicals in industry and the
environment




The rights set out in ILO Conventions and Regulations



If the government does not have relevant or strong laws that can be enforced
the policy will make recommendations for the government

Using statistics
Statistics justify the position the union policy is taking, raise membership
awareness of the situation and can be used to back up demands in negotiations.
If the statistics come from another organisation, the source must be cited.
But, statistics can be manipulated to represent an organisation’s political position
or used to promote products

ILO
RESEARCH
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When using statistics from other organisations
 Check them for accuracy
 Select them carefully
 Investigate the political or financial position of the source
Governments
 Produce statistics to assist in making plans and decisions for the country.
 And use them to justify policies and plans to give to the media as propaganda
and do not always reference where the information came from
 A government might publish statistics on the number of labour inspectors and
workplaces visited in a month, in order to justify reducing the numbers of
inspectors
With OSH, for example
 Factories can give misleading statistics about the number of accidents, near
misses and severity of accidents in the sector
 Chemical companies can minimise the risks of dangerous chemicals or use
internal research, that is not independent
Questions to ask about the findings of research
 Who did the research and who paid for it?
 How broad or focused was the scope of the study, did it omit important groups?
 What calculations were used to prepare statistics?
 Over what period or part of the year was the study carried out?
 Were the people directly impacted on, involved in the research?
Unions can use statistics to:
 Make decisions about policy direction
 Make a point about an issue and illustrate key information
 Justify demands to employers or governments.
In the policy, clearly identify sources and explain the reason for using them.
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Statistics must be used within a specific
context and are difficult to understand
without a visual representation.
 Use charts and diagrams to illustrate a
point; they can be represented in
different
colours
with
an
accompanying analysis.


Key Point
The more information about
where figures come from and
how they were gathered and
analysed, the harder it is for
people to dispute them

Implementing the Policy
 All union policy must be endorsed by the members at the decision-making
process within the union structure
 Union policy is implemented at the national, sector and workplace levels
The policy document informs everything the union does
 Negotiations at the workplace
 Social dialogue with government at the national level, For example trade union
participation at Tripartite Consultative Council (at national or sectoral level)
 Press and media coverage of the issues
 Conducting campaigns
 Preparing action plans
 Union education
 Promoting the union position with other unions and allies.

Constitution
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Policy can be used to monitor and
evaluate

Key Point
Workplace representatives, union
officers and leadership are guided
by union policy so the union
speaks with one voice



Reporting back to the membership to
show how policy implementation is
progressing, what has been achieved or
potential challenges



Making revisions or amendments. As
situations change union policy needs updating and improving



Checking that leadership at all levels is committed to the union policies.

Consistency in delivering policy initiatives at all levels of the union ensures a
collective approach and demonstrates union solidarity
A long term consistent and strategic approach to policy implementation, gives the
union credibility with members and in negotiations
Unions are uniquely placed to influence government policy directions because they
are independent, democratic organisations recognised by ILO Conventions and
national legislation
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